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Abstract

For an arbitrary hypergraph H; let PMðHÞ be the propositional formula asserting that H contains a
perfect matching. We show that every resolution refutation of PMðHÞ must have size

exp O
dðHÞ

lðHÞrðHÞðlog nðHÞÞðrðHÞ þ log nðHÞÞ

� �� �
;

where nðHÞ is the number of vertices, dðHÞ is the minimal degree of a vertex, rðHÞ is the maximal size of
an edge, and lðHÞ is the maximal number of edges incident to two different vertices.

For ordinary graphs G our general bound considerably simplifies to exp O dðGÞ
ðlog nðGÞÞ2

� �� �
(implying an

expðOðdðGÞ1=3ÞÞ lower bound that depends on the minimal degree only). As a direct corollary, every
resolution proof of the functional onto version of the pigeonhole principle onto � FPHPm

n must have size

exp O n

ðlog mÞ2

� �� �
(which becomes exp Oðn1=3Þ

� �
when the number of pigeons m is unbounded). This in turn

immediately implies an expðOðt=n3ÞÞ lower bound on the size of resolution proofs of the principle asserting
that the circuit size of the Boolean function fn in n variables is greater than t: In particular, Resolution does

not possess efficient proofs of NPD/ P=poly:
These results relativize, in a natural way, to a more general principle MðU jHÞ asserting that H contains

a matching covering all vertices in UDVðHÞ:
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1. Introduction

Propositional proof complexity is an area of study that has seen a rapid development over the
last decade. It plays as important a role in the theory of feasible proofs as the role played by the
complexity of Boolean circuits in the theory of efficient computations. Propositional proof
complexity is in a sense complementary to the (non-uniform) computational complexity;
moreover, there exist extremely rich and productive relations between the two areas (see e.g.
[11,2]).
Many combinatorial principles traditionally considered in the propositional proof complexity

naturally appear as statements about graphs or hypergraphs asserting their most basic properties.
The most prominent example is probably made by Tseitin tautologies [16,17] that are valid for any
graph and assert in a way that the sum of degrees of all vertices is even (we will see several more
examples below).
This naturally brings about the following general question:

which general combinatorial ‘‘hardness conditions’’ imposed on a (hyper)graph imply hardness
of the associated principle with respect to one or another propositional proof system?

In this paper we confine ourselves to Resolution (which is one of the most widely studied proof
systems), and for this system some previous work attempting to tackle the question above in this
generality was done. Urquhart proved in [17] that Tseitin tautologies are hard for Resolution as
long as the underlying graph has sufficiently good expansion properties. [5] introduced the hitting
set principle HSðHÞ asserting that the hypergraph H contains a small set of vertices hitting all its
edges. He proved that this principle is hard for Resolution whenever H is a sufficiently good
combinatorial design.
Urquhart [18] considered the matching principle MðGÞ asserting that the bipartite graph G on

U � V has a (multi-valued) matching from U to V : Ben-Sasson and Wigderson [3] considered the
same principle MðGÞ under another name G � PHP: They proved that G � PHP is hard for
resolution if G has sufficiently good expansion properties.
Alekhnovich et al. [1] introduced the principle tðH;~ggÞ asserting that the Nisan–Wigderson

generator based upon the hypergraph H (treated as a set system) and the Boolean functions
g1;y; gm misses a prescribed point in its image. They proved that if H has sufficiently good
expansion properties and g1;y; gm are robust with respect to restrictions then tðH;~ggÞ is hard for
Resolution, as long as H does not have too many edges.
The framework from [1] in particular encompasses a natural generalization of Tseitin

tautologies to hypergraphs. For the case of bounded vertex degree this generalization was also
independently considered by Pudlák and Impagliazzo [9]. They formulated a combinatorial
property of the underlying hypergraph implying that the resulting Tseitin tautology is very hard
for tree-like resolution, but this property is by far less natural than those mentioned above.
In this paper, we look at the perfect matching principle PMðHÞ asserting that the hypergraph

H contains a perfect matching. Our reason to be interested in this principle is at least two-fold.
The first motivation is similar to [5,18]: this class unifies in an extremely natural framework such
popular combinatorial principles as onto � FPHPm

n ; Countn
r and the mutilated chessboard

problem.
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The second reason is that, in the opposite direction, the perfect matching principle PMðHÞ
is a special case of the generator tautologies tðH;~ggÞ from [1] mentioned above. Namely,

PMðHÞ is isomorphic to tðH�; ~EE1Þ; where H� is the dual hypergraph, and all gis are the
EXACT-1 functions outputting 1 iff the number of ones in the input string is exactly equal to 1.
Thus, the principle PMðHÞ might as well provide a convenient bridge between these two
frameworks.

Our main result is an exp O dðHÞ
lðHÞrðHÞðlog nðHÞÞðrðHÞþlog nðHÞÞ

� �� �
lower bound on the size of any

resolution refutation of PMðHÞ; where

* nðHÞ is the number of vertices;
* dðHÞ is the minimal degree of a vertex;
* rðHÞ is the maximal size of an edge;
* lðHÞ is the maximal number of edges incident to two different vertices.

Unlike previous work [17,5,1], our bound involves only the most basic combinatorial parameters
of the hypergraph H:
If H ¼ G is an ordinary graph then rðGÞ ¼ 2; lðGÞ ¼ 1 and this general bound gets simplified

to exp O dðGÞ
ðlog nðGÞÞ2

� �� �
: Also, our result readily relativizes to the principle MðU jHÞ asserting that

the hypergraph H contains a matching covering at least all vertices in U ; in the resulting bound
nðHÞ and dðHÞ are re-calculated with respect to U :
Since the functional onto version of the pigeonhole principle onto � FPHPm

n is isomorphic to

PMðKm;nÞ; we immediately get the bound exp O n

ðlog mÞ2

� �� �
on its resolution size complexity

(implying an expðOðn1=3ÞÞ bound when the number of pigeons m is unlimited). This generalizes the
same lower bound for its functional version proved in [14] (see also [8,10,13,15] for the preceding
work). It is worth noting that if we attempt to extract a stand-alone proof of this particular result
from our general argument, it will look quite funny (half of the pigeons in its course will change
sides and turn into holes and vice versa). This is one additional reason why we prefer to work in
the more general framework of arbitrary (hyper)graphs.

As another immediate application of our general result we get an expðOðn=ðr2ðlog nÞ
ðr þ log nÞÞÞÞ bound on the resolution size complexity of the counting principle Countn

r :
Apparently, the only lower bound for this principle that was known for r42 prior to
our work comes from lower bounds for much stronger model of bounded-depth Frege
proofs and has the form expðOðneÞÞ (for constant r), where e is a rather small constant (see e.g. [6,
Section 12]).

Finally, we show an expðOðt=n3ÞÞ lower bound on the size of resolution proofs of the principle
:Circuittð fnÞ asserting that the circuit size of the Boolean function fn in n variables is greater than
t: In particular, Resolution does not possess efficient proofs of NPD/ P=poly: Previously this was
known only under the existence of one-way functions (easily follows from the efficient
interpolation theorem for Resolution), and when the circuits used for computing fn may have
unbounded fan-in [10].
Our proof method to a large extent follows the general pattern laid out in [13,14]. That is, we

define an appropriate notion of the pseudo-width and use the ‘‘pigeon filter’’ lemma from [14] for
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reducing the pseudo-width of any small resolution proof at the expense of introducing certain new
axioms (Lemma 17). Lower bounds on pseudo-width (Lemma 18) make the real novelty of this
paper. For getting them we use a sort of indirect reduction to find in H a structure that
looks like a restricted version of the functional pigeonhole principle. Then we show that the lower
bound for the ‘‘pure’’ functional pigeonhole principle from [14] applies to this case with minimal
changes.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give necessary definitions and preliminaries

and formulate our main results. In Section 3, we prove the lower bound for ordinary

graphs (Theorem 6): its proof is somewhat simpler than the general bound for hypergraphs,
while containing almost all essential ideas. Section 4 shows hardness of NPD/ P=poly for
Resolution. In Section 5, we show how to extend the bound from Section 3 to the case of
hypergraphs (Theorem 4). We conclude with several open problems in Section 6.
The paper is completely self-contained, although some familiarity with [13,14] may turn out to

be helpful for better understanding the proofs.

2. Preliminaries

2.1. Definitions

Let x be a Boolean variable, i.e. a variable that ranges over the set f0; 1g: A literal of x is either

x (denoted sometimes as x1) or %x (denoted sometimes as x0). A clause is a disjunction of literals.

The empty clause will be denoted by 0. A clause is positive if it contains only positive literals x1:
For two clauses C0;C; let C0pC mean that every literal appearing in C0 also appears in C: A CNF
is a conjunction of clauses.
One of the simplest and the most widely studied propositional proof systems is Resolution

which operates with clauses and has one rule of inference called resolution rule:

C03x C13 %x

C
ðC03C1pCÞ: ð1Þ

A resolution refutation of a CNF t is a resolution proof of the empty clause 0 from the clauses
appearing in t: The size SRðPÞ of a resolution proof P is the overall number of clauses in it. For a
CNF t; SRðtÞ is the minimal size of its resolution refutation, and N if no such refutation exists
(i.e., t is satisfiable).

For n; a non-negative integer let ½n� ¼deff1; 2;y; ng; and for cpn let ½n�c ¼deffID½n� j jI j ¼ cg:
A hypergraph H is a pair H ¼ ðV ;EÞ; where V is a finite set of vertices, and EDPðVÞ

is the set of edges (thus, in hypergraphs we do allow empty edges and loops but disallow
multiple edges). The hypergraph is a graph if all its edges have cardinality 2 (thus, in
graphs we disallow both multiple edges and loops). In the case of graphs we scale the
notation one level down and denote by E the set of all edges, whereas individual edges are
denoted by small letters e: A matching in a hypergraph H is any collection of pairwise
disjoint edges. The matching is perfect if every vertex is covered by (exactly) one edge from the
matching.
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Definition 1. For a hypergraphH ¼ ðV ;EÞ; the perfect matching principle PMðHÞ is the CNF in
the variables fxE j EAEg that is the conjunction of the following clauses:

Qv ¼def
_
E{v

xE ðvAVÞ;

QE1;E2
¼def %xE1

3 %xE2
ðE1aE2AE; E1-E2a|Þ:

Clearly, PMðHÞ is satisfiable if and only if H contains a perfect matching.

Example 2. The (negation of the) functional onto pigeonhole principle is the unsatisfiable CNF in
the variables fxij j iA½m�; jA½n�g denoted by :onto � FPHPm

n that is the conjunction of the

following clauses:

Qi ¼def
_n
j¼1

xij ðiA½m�Þ;

Qi1;i2; j ¼defð %xi1 j3 %xi2 jÞ ði1ai2A½m�; jA½n�Þ;

Qi; j1; j2 ¼
defð %xij13 %xij2Þ ðiA½m�; j1aj2A½n�Þ;

Qj ¼def
_m
i¼1

xij ð jA½n�Þ

(the basic pigeonhole principle PHPm
n consists of the first two groups of axioms, and the functional

pigeonhole principle FPHPm
n – of the first three groups). Clearly, :onto � FPHPm

n is identical to

PMðKm;nÞ; where Km;n is the complete bipartite graph. More generally, [3,18] proposed to consider

the principle G � PHP (G a bipartite graph on ½m� � ½n�) which is a naturally defined restriction of
PHPm

n onto G: Denoting its obvious analogue for the functional onto version by onto � G �
FPHP; we see that :onto � G � FPHP is identical to PMðGÞ:

Example 3. If H ¼ ð½n�; ½n�rÞ is the complete r-hypergraph on n vertices and r[n then PMðHÞ
coincides with the counting principle Countn

r :

Given a hypergraph H ¼ ðV ;EÞ; let nðHÞ ¼def jV j is the number of its vertices. The star of a

vertex v is SHðvÞ ¼deffEAE j vAEg: The degree of a vertex v is degHðvÞ ¼def jSHðvÞj: The minimal

degree of H is defined as dðHÞ ¼def minvAV degHðvÞ:
r-uniform hypergraphs are characterized as those in which all edges have cardinality r: From

this concept we need only the upper bound on the size of an edge so we let rðHÞ ¼def maxEAE jEj:
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Pairwise balanced designs with index l are characterized as those ðV ;EÞ for which
jSHðvÞ-SHðv0Þj ¼ l for any two different vertices v; v0: From this definition we will also need

only the upper bound, so we let lðHÞ ¼def maxvav0AV jSHðvÞ-SHðv0Þj:

2.2. Results

The main result of this paper is the following

Theorem 4. SRðPMðHÞÞXexp O dðHÞ
lðHÞrðHÞðlog nðHÞÞðrðHÞþlog nðHÞÞ

� �� �
:

This theorem will be fully proved only in Section 5.

If H ¼ ð½n�; ½n�rÞ; then nðHÞ ¼ n; dðHÞ ¼ n�1
r�1
� �

; rðHÞ ¼ r and lðHÞ ¼ n�2
r�2
� �

; and we

immediately get

Corollary 5. SRðCountn
r ÞXexpðOðn=ðr2ðlog nÞðr þ log nÞÞÞÞ:

Note that in this corollary r need not be a constant and may arbitrarily depend on n:
For an ordinary graph G; rðGÞ ¼ 2 and lðGÞ ¼ 1: Thus, the following result is a special case of

Theorem 4.

Theorem 6. For an arbitrary graph G;

SRðPMðGÞÞXexp O
dðGÞ

ðlog nðGÞÞ2

 ! !
:

However, in the next Section 3 we will give its independent proof which is a little bit simpler than
the proof of Theorem 4.
Applying Theorem 6 to the bipartite graph Km;n with m4n; we get

Corollary 7. For m4n; SRð:onto � FPHPm
n ÞXexp O n

ðlog mÞ2

� �� �
:

Corollary 8. For every m4n; SRð:onto � FPHPm
n ÞXexpðOðn1=3ÞÞ:

Proof of Corollary 8 from Corollary 7. Let SRð:onto � FPHPm
n Þ ¼ S; and let P be a size S

refutation of :onto � FPHPm
n : P can use at most S axioms from fQ1;y;Qmg; and it must use at

least ðn þ 1Þ such axioms (otherwise, all axioms occurring in P could have been simultaneously
satisfied). Apply to P the restriction that sends to 0 all those xij for which QieP: This will show

SRð:onto � FPHPm0
n ÞpS for some m0 with nom0pS: Now the required bound SXexpðOðn1=3ÞÞ

immediately follows from Corollary 7. &
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Remark 9. If we try to generalize Corollary 8 to arbitrary graphs G; then we immediately face the
difficulty that after restricting the graph G; its minimal degree dðGÞ may in general drop. One
natural way of circumventing this is to relativize the whole argument to an arbitrary set of
‘‘active’’ vertices U : Namely, for UDVðHÞ let MðU jHÞ be defined in the same way as PMðHÞ;
with the exception that the axioms Qv are allowed only for vAU : Respectively, let

dðU jHÞ ¼def minvAU degHðvÞ: Then we can generalize our Theorem 4 to

SRðMðU jHÞÞXexp O
dðU jHÞ

lðHÞrðHÞðlog jU jÞðrðHÞ þ log jU jÞ

� �� �
and then

SRðMðU jGÞÞXexp O
dðU jGÞ
jU j2

 ! !
Xexp O

dðUÞ
jU j2

 ! !
:

Applying now the same reasoning as in the proof of Corollary 8, we get

Corollary 10. For an arbitrary graph G;

SRðPMðGÞÞXexpðOðdðGÞ1=3ÞÞ:

As another application, for the principle G � FPHP we get the following:

Theorem 11. For every bipartite graph G on ½m� � ½n�; SRð:G � FPHPÞXexp O miniA½m� degGðiÞ
ðlog mÞ2

� �� �
:

It is much easier, however, to prove this theorem by using the machinery from [14] in more
direct way. Since we are not aware of any other interesting applications of the principle MðU jHÞ
where potentially dðU jHÞbdðHÞ and/or jU j5VðHÞ (and, likewise, are not aware of interesting
graphs for which Corollary 10 can not be replaced by Theorem 6), we will concentrate only on the
absolute version PMðHÞ; confining ourselves to a few remarks in appropriate places as to this
possibility of relativization.

2.3. Positive calculus

Like in virtually all previous work on the subject ([4,5,13–15,18]), it will be convenient to get rid
of negations once and for all by using the following normal form for refutations of PMðHÞ:
Fix a hypergraph H ¼ ðV ;EÞ: For E0DE; let XE0

¼def
W

EAE0
xE ; these are exactly all

positive clauses in the variables fxE j EAEg: For E0;E1DE; let E0>E1 � ðE0-E1 ¼
|4ð8E0AE0Þð8E1AE1ÞðE0-E1a|ÞÞ (intuitively, E0 and E1 are inconsistent).

Definition 12. The positive calculus operates with positive clauses in the variables fxE j EAEg and
has one inference rule which is the following positive rule:

C03XE0
C13XE1

C
ðC03C1pC; E0>E1Þ: ð2Þ
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A positive calculus refutation of a set of positive clauses A is a positive calculus proof of 0 from
A; and the size SðPÞ of a positive calculus proof is the overall number of clauses in it. Finally, let
SPðPMðHÞÞ be the minimal possible size of a positive calculus refutation of the set of axioms
fQv j vAVg:

Lemma 13. SPðPMðHÞÞpSRðPMðHÞÞpOðSPðPMðHÞÞ � jEj2Þ:

Proof. Suppose that we have a resolution refutation of PMðHÞ: Apply to every line in it the
transformation y that replaces every negated literal %xE by the positive clause XfE0 j E0aE; E0-Ea|g:

Clearly, yðQvÞ ¼ Qv and yðQE1;E2
Þ contains Qv for an arbitrary vAE1-E2: It is also easy to see

that y takes an instance of the resolution rule (1) to an instance of the positive rule; therefore, y
maps P to a positive calculus refutation of the same size.
In the opposite direction, it is straightforward to check that in the presence of the axioms QE1;E2

the positive rule is simulated by an OðjEj2Þ-sized resolution proof. &

Remark 14. The relativized version of Lemma 13 is also true: if we define SPðMðU jHÞÞ as the
minimal possible size of a positive calculus refutation of the set of axioms fQv j vAUg; then we

still have SPðMðU jHÞÞpSRðMðU jHÞÞpOðSPðMðU jHÞÞ � jEj2Þ: We, however, should work
a little bit harder for establishing the first inequality in this case (cf. [4]). Namely, instead of
applying the mapping y to the axioms QE1;E2

; we look at the first time they get resolved with

another clause

C3xE1
QE1;E2

C3 %xE2

and observe that yðC3xE1
ÞpyðC3 %xE2

Þ: Thus, these axioms can be eliminated from yðPÞ directly.

2.4. Filter lemma

We will need the following general combinatorial statement proved in [14].

Proposition 15 (Razborov [14]). Suppose that we are given S integer vectors r1; r2;y; rS of length

m each: rn ¼ ðrn1;y; rnmÞ; and let w0 be an arbitrary integer parameter. Then there exists an integer

vector ðr1;y; rmÞ such that rioIlog2 mm for all iA½m� and for every nA½S� at least one of the

following two events happens:

(1) jfiA½m� j rniprigjXw0;
(2) jfiA½m� j rnipri þ 1gjpOðw0 þ log SÞ:

For the sake of completeness, we include its complete proof.

Proof of Proposition 15. We use an easy probabilistic argument. For r ¼ ðr1;y; rmÞ; let

WðrÞ ¼def
Pm

i¼1 2
�ri ; and let C40 be a sufficiently large constant. It suffices to prove the existence of
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a vector r such that for every nA½S� we have:
WðrnÞXCðw0 þ log2 SÞ ) jfiA½m� j riXrni gjXw0; ð3Þ

WðrnÞpCðw0 þ log2 SÞ ) jfiA½m� j riXrni � 1gjpOðw0 þ log SÞ: ð4Þ

Let t ¼def Ilog2 mm� 1 and R be the distribution on ½t� given by pr ¼def 2�r ð1prpt � 1Þ; pt ¼def 21�t:

Pick independent random variables r1;y; rm according to this distribution. Let us check that for
any individual nA½S� the related condition (3) or (4) is satisfied with high probability.

Case 1: WðrnÞXCðw0 þ log2 SÞ:
Note that

P
rn

i
4t 2

�rni pm � 2�t�1p2; therefore
P

rn
i
pt2

�rni XCðw0 þ log2 SÞ � 2: On the other

hand, for every i with rnipt we have P½riXrni �X2�rn
i ; hence E½jfiA½m� j rnipt4riXrni gj�XCðw0 þ

log2 SÞ � 2: Since the events riXrni are independent, we may apply Chernoff’s bound and conclude

that P½jfiA½m� j rnipt4riXrni gjow0�pS�2 if the constant C is large enough.

Case 2: WðrnÞpCðw0 þ log2 SÞ:
In this case P½riXrni � 1�p22�rni and, therefore,

E½jfiA½m� j riXrni � 1gj�p4WðrnÞp4Cðw0 þ log2 SÞ:
Applying once more Chernoff’s bound, we conclude that

P½jfiA½m� j riXrni � 1gjXC0ðw0 þ log SÞ�pS�2

for any sufficiently large constant C0
bC:

So, for every individual nA½S� the probability that the related property (3) and (4) fails is at

most S�2: Therefore, for at least one choice of r1;y; rm they will be satisfied for all nA½S�: This
completes the proof of Proposition 15. &

3. Proof of the main result for ordinary graphs

In this section we prove Theorem 6. Fix a graph G ¼ ðV ;EÞ: Given Lemma 13, we may assume
that we have a positive calculus refutation P of fQv j vAVg; and we should lower bound its size
SðPÞ: Let NGðvÞ be the set of all vertices adjacent to v in G: For a positive clause C in the variables
fxe j eAEg; let

NCðvÞ ¼deffwANGðvÞ j xðv;wÞACg

and

degCðvÞ ¼
def jNCðvÞj:

For analyzing the refutation P we are going to allow certain positive clauses as new axioms. Our
allowance criterium will be determined by a fixed integer vector d ¼ ðdv j vAVÞ (‘‘filter’’), and a
positive clause C will be allowed as a new axiom if and only if sufficiently many vertices v satisfy
degCðvÞXdv (‘‘get stuck’’ at the filter d). In this way we will be able to simplify the refutation P by
‘‘filtering out’’ of it all clauses C with this property and declaring them as new axioms.
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Our first task (Section 3.1) will be to show that if the thresholds dv are chosen properly, then in

every clause C passing the filter d, almost all vertices pass it safely, i.e. degCðvÞ is well below dv:
This part almost immediately follows from Proposition 15 and is practically identical to
[14, Lemma 3.3].
The pseudo-width of a clause C will be defined as the number of vertices that narrowly pass the

filter d: Our second task (Section 3.2) will be to get lower bounds on the pseudo-width of any
small positive calculus refutation in the presence of the new axioms described above. It will be
performed in two steps. During the first step we use a simple probabilistic argument to identify
within G a structure that ‘‘looks like’’ G0 � FPHP (where G0 is a bipartite subgraph of G) and
behaves well with respect to any positive clause in the prospective refutation (Claim 19). Then we
complete the proof by sorting out the edges of G according to this structure and evaluating the
result in a linear matroid; this part being a relatively easy adaption of the argument in [14, Lemma
3.4] for the ‘‘pure’’ FPHPm

n :
Now we begin the formal proof.

3.1. Pseudo-width and its reduction

Suppose that we are given an integer vector d ¼ ðdv j vAVÞ indexed by vertices of the graph G:
For a positive clause C let

VdðCÞ ¼deffvAV j degCðvÞXdvg:

Fix for the rest of Section 3 the parameters dv as follows:
2

dv ¼def
degGðvÞ
2 log jV j ð5Þ

and let

Vx
d ðCÞ ¼deffvAV j degCðvÞXdv � dvg:

Define the pseudo-width of the clause C as

wdðCÞ ¼def jVx
d ðCÞj:

The pseudo-width of a positive calculus proof P is naturally defined as

wdðPÞ ¼def maxfwdðCÞ j CAPg:

A ðw0; dÞ-axiom is a positive clause C such that jVdðCÞjXw0:

Remark 16. For the relativized version MðU jGÞ (that is, when we only have the axioms
fQv j vAUg for some UCV), the vectors dv; dv are defined only for vAU : Eq. (5) will have log jU j
in the denominator, VdðCÞ;Vx

d ðCÞ will be subsets of U etc.
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Lemma 17. Suppose that there exists a positive calculus refutation P of fQv j vAVg; and let w0p
dðGÞ
4

be an arbitrary integer parameter. Then there exists an integer vector d ¼ ðdv j vAVÞ with

dvodvpdegGðvÞ for all vAV ; a set of ðw0; dÞ-axioms A and a positive calculus refutation P0 of
fQv j vAVg,A such that SðP0ÞpSðPÞ and

wdðP0ÞpOðw0 þ log SðPÞÞ: ð6Þ

Proof. As we already mentioned above, this lemma is very similar to [14, Lemma 3.3], and for this
reason we will be rather concise here. Fix a positive calculus refutation P of fQv j vAVg; and let

S ¼def SðPÞ: For CAP define

rvðCÞ ¼def degGðvÞ � degCðvÞ
dv

� 
þ 1:

Let m ¼def jV j and rðCÞ ¼defðrvðCÞ j vAVÞ be the integer vector of length m: We apply Proposition 15

to the vectors frðCÞ j CAPg; and let ðrv j vAVÞ satisfy the conclusion of that proposition.

Set dv ¼def IdegGðvÞ � dvrvmþ 1 (so that dv is the minimal integer with the property

IdegGðvÞ�dv

dv
mþ 1prv). Note that since rvoIlog2 mm; w0p

dðGÞ
4

and also dvp
dðGÞ

2 logjV j (by (5)), we

have dv4
dðGÞ
2 Xdv þ w0:

Consider now an arbitrary CAP: If for the vector rðCÞ the first case in Proposition 15 takes

place, then IdegGðvÞ�degCðvÞ
dv

mþ 1prv for at least w0 different vertices vAV ; therefore every such C is

an ðw0; dÞ-axiom. Choose arbitrarily w0 vertices in VdðCÞ; and remove from C all those xe for
which e is not incident to at least one of the chosen vertices. The resulting clause C0 will still be an
ðw0; dÞ-axiom and degC0 ðvÞpw0 for every vertex v that has not been chosen. Hence, due to the

inequality dv4dv þ w0; no such vertex may belong to Vx
d ðC0Þ which implies wdðC0Þ ¼ w0: Replace

C by C0; and put the latter into A:

In the second case, vAV jIdegGðvÞ�degCðvÞ
dv

mprv

n o��� ���pOðw0 þ log SÞ: Since vAVx
d ðCÞ implies the

inequality IdegGðvÞ�degCðvÞ
dv

mprv; for all such C we have wdðCÞpOðw0 þ log SÞ:
This completes the proof of Lemma 17. &

3.2. Lower bounds on pseudo-width

Given Lemma 17, we must now show that for every choice of the vector d; there is no small size
small pseudo-width positive calculus refutation of fQv j vAVg,A; where A is any set of ðw0; dÞ-
axioms. Before we begin the formal proof, let us try to convey some intuition toward it.
As we already mentioned above, our overall strategy will be to find inside G a ‘‘well-behaving’’

(with respect to the refutation) structure which sufficiently resembles G0 � FPHP for some
bipartite subgraph G0: For this purpose we randomly divide the vertices V into pigeon vertices VP
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and hole vertices VH : If our prospective refutation P is small enough, then we may expect that this
partition will look random to every clause CAP:
The partition ðVP;VHÞ induces a classification of all edges into pigeon–pigeon edges, pigeon–hole

edges and hole–hole edges. Pigeon–pigeon edges are of no importance and are removed immediately.
Pigeon–hole edges are the most crucial, they form the subgraph G0 and they are used to simulate

G0 � FPHP: The fact that our partition is random enough with respect to every CAP implies that
there are sufficiently many pigeon–hole edges, and that when everything is restricted to them,

degrees are scaled down by almost exactly a factor of two, the sets VdðCÞ and Vx
d ðCÞ also behave

in an expected manner etc. This ensures us that we can easily adopt the algebraic argument for the
functional pigeonhole principle [14, Lemma 3.4].
One remaining problem is that this argument seems to be inherently incapable of taking care of

the axioms fQvg with v a hole vertex (missing in the functional version of PHPm
n ), and this is

exactly what the hole–hole edges are used for. More specifically, our algebraic invariant does not
change when we add or remove such edges, and when we need to ‘‘force’’ an axiom Qv with vAVH

(see the proof of Claim 21), we do it simply by appending any legitimate hole–hole edge ðv;wÞ to
the current matching b:
Let us now proceed to the rigorous proof. Recall that dv are given by (5). At this point let us

also define

S0 ¼def exp
e2dðGÞ

ðlog jV jÞ2

 !
ð7Þ

and

w0 ¼def exp
edðGÞ

ðlog jV jÞ

� �
; ð8Þ

where eo0 is a sufficiently small constant. For technical reasons we also need to assume

jV jpS0 ð9Þ

(or, in other words, dðGÞX 1
e2 � ðlogjV jÞ3); at the end of Section 3 we will show how to get rid of this

restriction.
Our lower bound on the pseudo-width looks like this.

Lemma 18. Let d ¼ ðdv j vAVÞ be an integer vector such that dvodvpdegGðvÞ for all vAV ; and P
be a positive calculus refutation of fQv j vAVg,A; where A is an arbitrary set of ðw0; dÞ-axioms,

such that SðPÞpS0: Then wdðPÞX dðGÞ
200 log jV j:

Proof. Fix d ¼ ðdv j vAVÞ; A and P satisfying these assumptions. We need the following easy
claim (the analogue of this claim for hypergraphs, however, will be by far less transparent).

Claim 19. There exists a vertex partition V ¼ VP ,
�

VH such that the following two properties are

satisfied:

(1) for every AAA; jVdðAÞ-VPjXw0=3;
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(2) for every CAP,fXEg and every vAV ;

jNCðvÞ-VH j � 1

2
degCðvÞ

���� ����pdv

10

(recall that XE ¼
W

eAE xe).

Proof. Uniformly pick a random partition V ¼ VP ,
�

VH : For estimating the probabilities that it

satisfies the required properties, it will be convenient to use the following special case of
Bernstein’s inequality (see e.g. [19, p. 205]) that, in a convenient way, generalizes both Chernoff’s
and variance bounds for the sum of independent Poisson trials.

Proposition 20. Let S be the sum of independent 0-1 variables (not necessarily equidistributed), and

let E be its expectation. Then P½jS � EjXd�pexp �O d2
dþE

� �� �
:

In particular, for property 1 we have that for every individual AAA;

P½jVdðAÞ-VPjpw0=3�pexpð�Oðw0ÞÞpS�2
0 : For property 2, given any individual positive clause

C and vAV ;

P jNCðvÞ-VH j � 1

2
degCðvÞ

���� ����Xdv

10

� �
pexp �O

d2v
dv þ degCðvÞ

� �� �
pexp �O

d2v
degGðvÞ

� �� �
pexp �O

degGðvÞ
ðlogjV jÞ2

 ! !
pexp �O

dðGÞ
ðlog jV jÞ2

 ! !
pS�3

0

provided the constant e in (7) is small enough. Given our assumption (9), Claim 19 now follows by
the union bound. &

We return to the proof of Lemma 18. Fix an arbitrary partition V ¼ VP ,
�

VH satisfying

properties 1 and 2 of Claim 19. Let D be the set of all (partial) matchings in G:We will sometimes
identify matchings aAD with their characteristic functions, i.e., with Boolean assignments to the
variables fxe j eAEg: Let domðaÞ be the set of all vertices in V incident to an edge in a:
For a positive clause C; let

ZðCÞ ¼deffaAD j domðaÞ+Vx
d ðCÞ4CðaÞ ¼ 0g:

Intuitively, ZðCÞ is the set of all matchings ‘‘forcing’’ C to 0. We are going to keep track of a
certain algebraic invariant defined in terms of ZðCÞ as the refutation P is making progress, and
for that purpose we construct a mapping f from D to the set of linear subspaces of a linear space
L: One very natural and interesting question (raised in particular by one of the referees) is whether
the use of linear algebra is really essential and can not be replaced by a purely combinatorial
argument. We will comment on this after we are done with the proof of Lemma 18.
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Let EH consist of those edges eAE that have at most one endpoint in VP; and let

DH ¼deffaAD j aDEHg: If aeDH ; we immediately set fðaÞ ¼def 0: Now we show how to define f on

DH : Our construction essentially uses tensor products of linear spaces; we refer to any good
textbook in algebra (e.g. [7]) for their definitions and basic properties. In particular (this is what
we actually need for our proof), if L ¼ L1#?#Ln; then for any linear subspaces L0

1;y;L0
n in

L1;y;Ln; respectively, we can form an uniquely defined subspace in L isomorphic to their tensor
product and (for this reason) denoted by L0

1#?#L0
n with the following two properties:

(1) Denote by SpanðL1;y;LnÞ the linear space spanned by linear subspaces of the same common
space L: Then # and Span obey the following distributive law: for any subspaces

L0
1;y;L0

i�1;L1
i ;y;Lh

i ;L0
iþ1;y;L0

n in the respective L1;y;Ln we have

L0
1#?#L0

i�1#SpanðL1
i ;y;Lh

i Þ#L0
iþ1?#L0

n

¼ SpanðL0
1#?#L1

i #?#L0
n;y;L0

1#?#Lh
i #?#L0

nÞ:

(2) dimðL0
1#?#L0

nÞ ¼
Qn

i¼1 dimðL0
iÞ:

For ease of notation, one-dimensional subspaces L0
i in the expression L0

1#?#L0
n will be

represented by their generating elements.
Fix an arbitrary infinite field k; and for vAVP let Lv be an hv-dimensional linear space over k;

where

hv ¼def
degGðvÞ � dv

2
þ dv

4

� �
:

Let L ¼def #vAVP
Lv: Denote further NGðvÞ-VH by NHðvÞ; and for every vAVP fix an arbitrary

generic embedding fv : NHðvÞ-Lv (so that for every WDNHðvÞ with jW j ¼ hv the elements
ffvðwÞ j wAWg form a linear basis of Lv).
Next, for aADH we let

fðaÞ ¼def #
vAVP\domðaÞ

Lv# #
vAVP-domðaÞ

fvðavÞ;

where av is the uniquely defined vertex in NHðvÞ such that ðv; avÞAa: It is important to note that
fðaÞ depends only on the set of edges having exactly one endpoint in VP (‘‘pigeon–hole’’ edges)
present in a: Finally, for a positive clause C we let

fðCÞ ¼def SpanðfðaÞjaAZðCÞÞ:

Claim 21. Suppose that C is obtained from C0;C1 via a single application of the positive rule

in the refutation P; and assume that wdðC0Þ; wdðC1Þ do not exceed
dðGÞ

200 log jV j: Then

fðCÞDSpanðfðC0Þ;fðC1ÞÞ:
Proof. Fix an arbitrary aAZðCÞ; we only need to show that fðaÞDSpanðfðC0Þ;fðC1ÞÞ: Let
V 0 ¼def Vx

d ðC0Þ,Vx
d ðC1Þ; and remove from a all edges that are not incident to at least one vertex in
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V 0: Denote the resulting matching by a0: Since the mapping f is anti-monotone w.r.t. inclusion, it
is sufficient to show that

fða0ÞDSpanðfðC0Þ;fðC1ÞÞ: ð10Þ

Note that since C is positive, Cða0Þ ¼ 0: Let bADH be an extension of a0 such that still CðbÞ ¼ 0;
and still every eAb is incident to at least one vertex in V 0: Note for the record that the second

property implies jbjpwdðC0Þ þ wdðC1Þp dðGÞ
100 log jV j:

Denote pðbÞ ¼def jV 0
\domðbÞj: We are going to show by induction on pðbÞ ¼ 0; 1;y;pða0Þ that

fðbÞDSpanðfðC0Þ;fðC1ÞÞ: ð11Þ

Base pðbÞ ¼ 0: Since the positive rule is sound on D; CðbÞ ¼ 0 implies CeðbÞ ¼ 0 for some
eAf0; 1g: Then bAZðCeÞ; and (11) follows.

Inductive step: Let pðbÞ40; and pick an arbitrary vAV 0
\domðbÞ: Property 2 of Claim 19 (applied

to C ¼ XE) implies that jNHðvÞjX1
2
degGðvÞ � dv

10
: Therefore, b has at least

jNHðvÞj � 2jbjX1

2
degGðvÞ �

dv

10
� dðGÞ
50 log jV jX

1

2
degGðvÞ �

7dv

50

different extensions b̂ ¼ b,fðv;wÞgADH with wAH:

We claim that veVx
d ðCÞ: Indeed, vedomða0Þ since vedomðbÞ and a0Db: Also, vedomða\a0Þ since

vAV 0 and, therefore, an edge incident to v would not have been removed from a: Hence,

vedomðaÞ which implies veVx
d ðCÞ by the definition of ZðCÞ:

This means degCðvÞodv � dv: Applying property 2 of Claim 19 once more, we obtain

jNCðvÞ-VH jp1
2
ðdv � dvÞ þ dv

10
¼ 1

2
dv � 2dv

5
; and this is the upper bound on the number of

extensions b̂ of the above form that violate the condition Cðb̂Þ ¼ 0: Altogether, we have at least

1

2
degGðvÞ �

7dv

50

� �
� 1

2
dv �

2dv

5

� �
¼ 1

2
ðdegGðvÞ � dvÞ þ

13dv

50
ð12Þ

different extensions b̂ ¼ b,fðv;wÞgADH with wAH and such that Cðb̂Þ ¼ 0: To every one of
these extensions we can apply the inductive hypothesis and conclude that

fðb̂ÞDSpanðfðC0Þ;fðC1ÞÞ:
Now, if vAVH then we simply have fðbÞ ¼ fðb̂Þ for any such b̂ (since b and b̂ differ only in one

edge ðv;wÞ that is ‘‘hole–hole’’). If vAVP then (12) is greater than hv; therefore, if
b,fðv;w1Þg;y; b,fðv;wtÞg is their complete list then fvðw1Þ;y;fvðwtÞ generate Lv: Hence, in
this case we also have fðbÞDSpanðfvðw1Þ;y;fvðwtÞÞ; and the inductive step follows.
We have completely proved (11). Applying it to b ¼ a0; we get (10) which completes the proof of

Claim 21. &

Now we complete the proof of Lemma 18 by a simple counting argument. Assume for the sake

of contradiction that wdðPÞo dðGÞ
200 log jV j: Note that for every vAV we have vAVdðQvÞDVx

d ðQvÞ
(since dvpdegGðvÞ) and therefore ZðQvÞ ¼ | (since no partial matching covering v can set Qv to

zero). This implies fðQvÞ ¼ 0: Also, Vx
d ð0Þ ¼ | (since dv4dv), the empty matching | belongs to
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Zð0Þ and fð|Þ ¼ L: By iterating Claim 21, we get SpanðfðAÞjAAAÞ ¼ L: Consider an individual
AAA:

Let V0 ¼def VdðAÞ-VP: Then, clearly,

fðAÞD #
vAVP\V0

Lv##
vAV0

SpanðfvðwÞjwANHðvÞ\NAðvÞÞ:

By property 1 of Claim 19, jV0jXw0=3: By the definition of VdðAÞ; degAðvÞXdv for every vAV0;

hence, by property 2 of Claim 19, jNHðvÞ-NAðvÞjX1
2

dv � dv

10
: Also (by the same claim)

jNHðvÞjp1
2 degGðvÞ þ dv

10: Therefore, jNHðvÞ\NAðvÞjp1
2ðdegGðvÞ � dvÞ þ dv

5 ¼ hv � dv

20: Putting things

together, we get

dimðfðAÞÞ
dimðLÞ p

Y
vAV0

hv � dv=20

hv

pexpð�Oðw0=ðlog jV jÞÞÞoS�1
0

if the constant e in (7) and (8) is small enough. Since jAjpS0; ffðAÞ j AAAg can not generate L;
and this contradiction completes the proof of Lemma 18. &

Remark 22. The algebraic argument used in the proof of Lemma 18 looks rather ad hoc, and it
also hinders further potential applications of our method. It would be extremely interesting to
replace this with some purely combinatorial reasoning; in particular, the author believes that the
yet unknown combinatorial machinery for this purpose would very likely suffice to solve a couple
of open problems from Section 6. Unfortunately, so far we have not been able to do anything
along these lines.

Proof of Theorem 6. Let G be a graph, and define the parameters dv;S0;w0 by (5), (7) and (8).
Assume first that (9) is true, and assume, for the sake of contradiction, that SRðPMðGÞÞpS0:
Applying Lemma 13, we get a positive calculus refutation of fQv j vAVg that has the same size
bound S0: Applying Lemma 3.1, we get some vector d and another positive calculus refutation
with the same size bound S0 that additionally allows ðw0; dÞ-axioms, but at the same time obeys
the bound (6) on pseudo-width. This bound, however, is in a direct contradiction with Lemma 18,
as long as the constant e in (8) is small enough. This contradiction shows that SRðPMðGÞÞXS0

and proves Theorem 6 in the case S0XjV j:
In order to take care of the ‘‘degenerate’’ case S0pjV j; let P be the minimum size

resolution refutation of PMðGÞ: If SðPÞXS0; we are done so let us assume SðPÞpS0: Let

Vactive ¼deffvAV j QvAPg; then jVactivejpSðPÞpS0 and SRðMðVactivejGÞÞ ¼ SðPÞ: However, when
we relativize the argument in this section (see Remarks 9, 14 and 16), the relativized version of (9)
will become S0XjVactivej; and that much we already know (note that the value of S0 can only
increase under the relativization!)
Theorem 6 is completely proved. &

We conclude this section with one technical observation that will make things cleaner in Section

4. Let SPð:onto � FPHPm
n Þ ¼

def
SPðPMðKm;nÞÞ be the positive calculus complexity of the functional
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onto version of the pigeonhole principle. Since Theorem 6, by the nature of its proof, readily
applies to the positive calculus, we also have

Lemma 23. For m4n; SPð:onto � FPHPm
n ÞXexp O n

ðlog mÞ2

� �� �
(a straightforward application of Lemma 13 would have resulted in an annoying ðmnÞ2
factor).

4. Unprovability of circuit lower bounds by small resolution proofs

The material of this section is a minor adaptation of [12, Section 5], so we will be rather concise
(and, in particular, skip all motivations). Also, it is not used anywhere in Section 5, so the reader
interested to see the conclusion of the proof of Theorem 4 may proceed directly.
Let fn be a Boolean function in n variables, and let tp2n: Denote by Circuittð fnÞ the following

5-CNF of size 2OðnÞ encoding the description of a size-t Boolean circuit for computing fn:
First, we list all variables of Circuittð fnÞ (some of them have peculiar long names like

InputType0nðvÞ), along with their intended meaning:

yav ðaAf0; 1gn; vA½t�Þ F the Boolean value computed at

the node v on the input string a;

yanv ðaAf0; 1gn; nAf1; 2g; vA½t�Þ F the value brought to v by n’s wire on a;

FaninðvÞ F this is 0 if v is NOT-gate and 1 if

v is AND-gate or OR-gate;

TypeðvÞ F when FaninðvÞ ¼ 1; this is 0 if v

is AND-gate and 1 if v is OR-gate;

InputTypenðvÞ F this is 0 if n’s input to v is a

constant or a variable and 1 if it

is one of the previous gates;

InputType0nðvÞ F when InputTypenðvÞ ¼ 0; this is 0

if n’s input to v is a constant;

and 1 if it is a variable;

InputType00n ðvÞ F when InputTypenðvÞ ¼
InputType0n ¼ 0; thisequals the

n’s input to v;

InputVarnðv; iÞ ðiA½n�Þ F when InputTypenðvÞ ¼ 0;

InputType0nðvÞ ¼ 1; this is 1 iff

n’s input to v is xi;
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INPUTVARnðv; iÞ F equals
W

i0pi InputVarðv; i0Þ;
introduced to keep bottom fan-in

bounded;

InputNodenðv; v0Þ ðv0ovÞ F when InputTypenðvÞ ¼ 1; this is 1

iffn’s input to v is the previous gate v0;

INPUTNODEnðv; v0Þ F analogously to INPUTVARnðv; iÞ:
Circuittð fnÞ is the conjunction of (conjunctive normal forms equivalent to) the following axioms:

:InputTypenðvÞ4:InputType0nðvÞ-ðyanv � InputType
00

nðvÞÞ;
:InputTypenðvÞ4InputType0nðvÞ-:ðInputVarnðv; iÞ4
InputVarnðv; i0ÞÞ ðiai0Þ;
:InputTypenðvÞ4InputType0nðvÞ-ðINPUTVARnðv; iÞ �
ðINPUTVARnðv; i � 1Þ3InputVarnðv; iÞÞÞ

ðINPUTVARnðv; 0Þ ¼def 0Þ;

:InputTypenðvÞ4InputType0nðvÞ-INPUTVARnðv; nÞ;
:InputTypenðvÞ4InputType0nðvÞ4InputVarnðv; iÞ-ðyanv � aiÞ;
the analogous group of axioms for InputNode;

:FaninðvÞ-ðyav � :ya1vÞ;
FaninðvÞ4:TypeðvÞ-ðyav � ðya1v4ya2vÞÞ;
FaninðvÞ4TypeðvÞ-ðyav � ðya1v3ya2vÞÞ;
yat � f ðaÞ:

In this section we prove

Theorem 24. SRðCircuittð fnÞÞXexpðOðt=n3ÞÞ:

Proof. [12, Section 5] constructed a reduction from :FPHPm
t to Circuittð fnÞ which works in the

context of the Polynomial Calculus. A closer inspection reveals that it will also work for
Resolution, but only if we weaken FPHPm

t to onto � FPHPm
t (cf. [10]), and our proof will

essentially consist in conducting this inspection.

Definition 25. PDNFtð fnÞ is the following 3-CNF of size 2OðnÞ encoding the description of a size-t
perfect DNF K13?3Kt (Kj elementary conjunctions of maximal length n) for computing fn: The
variables of PDNFtð fnÞ; along with their intended meaning, are:

yajk ðaAf0; 1gn; jA½t�; kA½n�ÞFa is consistent with the first k

literals in Kj;

yaj ðaAf0; 1gn; jA½t�ÞFK1ðaÞ3?3KjðaÞ ¼ 1;
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zjk ð jA½t�; kA½n�ÞFthe sign with which xk occurs in Kj:

The axioms of PDNFtð fnÞ are (the 3-CNF resulting from expanding):

yajk � ðyaj;k�14zak

jk Þ ðwith yaj0 ¼def 1Þ;

yaj � ðya; j�13yajnÞ ðwith ya0 ¼def 0Þ;

yat � f ðaÞ:

Proposition 26. SRðCircuittð fnÞÞXSRðPDNFJt=2nnð fnÞÞ

Proof. [12, proof of Corollary 5.2] noticed the existence of a variable substitution that takes
Circuittð fnÞ to PDNFJt=2nnð fnÞ; and variable substitutions work for any reasonable proof system

including Resolution. &

Lemma 27. There exists m with t þ 1pmp2n such that

SRðPDNFtð fnÞÞXSPð:onto � FPHPm
n Þ:

Proof. (cf. [12, proof of Theorem 5.1]) Let m ¼def j f �1ð1Þj; we may assume that mXt þ 1 since

otherwise PDNFtð fnÞ is satisfiable. Identify pigeons iA½m� with Boolean assignments aAf �1ð1Þ;
thus, pigeonhole variables will look like xaj where f ðaÞ ¼ 1: Construct the following mapping that
takes every literal of a variable of PDNFtð fnÞ to a positive clause in the pigeonhole variables:

yajk/
_

fxbj j f ðbÞ ¼ 14b1 ¼ a14?4bk ¼ akg ðaAf0; 1gnÞ;

%yajk/
_

fxbj j f ðbÞ ¼ 14:ðb1 ¼ a14?4bk ¼ akÞg ðaAf0; 1gnÞ;

ye
aj/%e ð f ðaÞ ¼ 0Þ;

yaj/
_
j0pj

xaj0 ð f ðaÞ ¼ 1Þ;

%yaj/
_
j04j

xaj0 ð f ðaÞ ¼ 1Þ;

zejk/
_

fxaj j f ðaÞ ¼ 14ak ¼ eg:

An easy inspection shows that this mapping takes every resolution refutation of PDNFtð fnÞ into a
positive calculus refutation of :onto � FPHPm

n : Lemma 27 follows. &

Theorem 24 is now immediately implied by Proposition 26, Lemmas 27 and 23. &
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5. Proof of the main result: general case

In this section, we show how to adapt the proof from Section 3 to the case of arbitrary
hypergraphs and prove Theorem 4. Before we begin, let us pinpoint the main difficulties with the
naive generalization (all of them are in one or another way related to Claim 19).
Recall the discussion at the beginning of Section 3.2. Given a partition ðVP;VHÞ; we still must

classify every edge with at least two pigeons in it as useless (see the definition of DH in the proof of
Claim 21). As long as rðHÞ is large, this will result in the unpleasant fact that there are only a few
useful (that is, pigeon–hole) edges, and the argument breaks down. We circumvent this by biasing
our distribution ðVP;VHÞ in favour of holes (notice the striking difference with the ordinary
PHPm

n ), and we have to pay for this an extra rðHÞ factor in the final bound.

The most serious problem, however, is structural rather than numerical: we no longer have a
workable definition of the vertex neighbourhood set NHðvÞ; and we must work with stars SHðvÞ
instead. This in particular implies that, as long as lðHÞ41; the edges in this star are no longer
classified independently of each other, and we are facing difficulties with estimating the
probability of large deviation in proving property 2 of Claim 19. We circumvent this by an ad hoc
trick, and we will have to pay at least an extra lðHÞ factor in the final bound for this trick.
Finally, as long as H is not uniform, the probability that EASHðvÞ will be classified as (say)

pigeon–hole edge also depends on jEj: This makes even the expectation in the proof of property 2
of Claim 19 unpredictable in terms of degCðvÞ: The remedy for this, however, is very easy (and
comes free of charge): we assign to edges appropriate weights according to their size.
Let us now turn to the formal argument. Fix a hypergraphH ¼ ðV ;EÞ: For EAE; we define its

weight as

mðEÞ ¼def 1� 1

rðHÞ

� �jEj�1

(the reason for this choice of the weight function will become clear in the proof of Claim 29). We
adjust all degree-depending notions according to this weight function:gdegdegHðvÞ ¼def

X
EASHðvÞ

mðEÞ;

*dðHÞ ¼def min
vAV

gdegdegHðvÞ

and for a positive clause C in the variables fxE j EAEg;gdegdegCðvÞ ¼
def

X
EASCðvÞ

mðEÞ;

where naturally

SCðvÞ ¼deffEASHðvÞ j xEACg:

Note for the record that e�1pmðEÞp1; hence gdegdegHðvÞ; *dðHÞ;gdegdegCðvÞ differ from their
unweighted analogs by at most a constant factor. Also, for ease of comparison with Section 3,
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note that mðEÞ ¼ 1=2 for ordinary graphs G and we havegdegdegGðvÞ ¼ 1
2
degGðvÞ; *dðGÞ ¼ 1

2
dðGÞ andgdegdegCðvÞ ¼ 1

2
degCðvÞ:

We now adapt the next series of definitions as follows. We let

dv ¼def
gdegdegHðvÞ
2 log jV j:

For a vector d ¼ ðdv j vAVÞ; let

VdðCÞ ¼deffvAV jgdegdegCðvÞXdvg

and

Vx
d ðCÞ ¼deffvAV jgdegdegCðvÞXdv � dvg:

wdðCÞ;wdðPÞ and the notion of an ðw0; dÞ-axiom are defined on the base of these new

VdðCÞ;Vx
d ðCÞ exactly as before. The adjustment of Lemma 17 is fairly straightforward:

Lemma 28. Suppose that there exists a positive calculus refutation P of fQv j vAVg; and let

w0p
*dðHÞ
4lðHÞ be an arbitrary integer parameter. Then there exists an integer vector d ¼ ðdv j vAVÞ with

dvodvpgdegdegHðvÞ for all vAV ; a set of ðw0; dÞ-axioms A and a positive calculus refutation P0 of
fQv j vAVg,A such that SðP0ÞpSðPÞ and wdðP0ÞpOðw0 þ log SðPÞÞ:

The only remark which should be made in connection with its proof is this: if jV0j ¼ w0 and

E-V0a| for every xEAC0; thengdegdegC0 ðvÞpdegC0 ðvÞpw0lðGÞ for every vAV0 (this guarantees that
after cleaning up any ðw0; dÞ-axiom its pseudo-width will get reduced to w0).
Fix the parameters S0;w0 as

S0 ¼def exp
e2 *dðHÞ

lðHÞrðHÞðlog jV jÞðrðHÞ þ log jV jÞ

 !
; ð13Þ

w0 ¼def
e*dðHÞ

lðHÞrðHÞðlog jV jÞ: ð14Þ

Instead of (9), we will need the stronger inequality

S0XmaxfjV j; jEjg: ð15Þ
Under the assumptions of Lemma 18, we will be proving the lower bound

wdðPÞX
*dðHÞ

50lðHÞrðHÞðlog jV jÞ: ð16Þ

Fix d ¼ ðdv j vAVÞ; A and P satisfying those assumptions.

Claim 29. There exist a partition V ¼ VP ,
�

VH such that the following two properties are satisfied:

(1) for every AAA; jVdðAÞ-VPjXw0=ð2rðHÞÞ;
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(2) for every CAP,fXEg and every vAV ;

j jfEASCðvÞjE � fvgDVHgj �gdegdegCðvÞjp
dv

5
:

Remark 30. Note that in 2 we have the real cardinality of the set fEASCðvÞ j E � fvgDVHg; not
its weighted version.

Since this claim is most seriously affected by the transition from graphs to hypergraphs, we give
its complete proof from scratch.

Proof of Claim 29. Let ðVP,VHÞ be a random partition of V in which for every vAV ;

P½vAVP� ¼ 1
rðHÞ; and these events are independent for different v: Applying Proposition 20 to

every individual AAA; we get P½jVdðAÞ-VPjpw0=ð2rðHÞÞ�pexpð�Oðw0=rðHÞÞÞpS�2
0 ; as long

as the constant e in (13) and (14) is small enough.
Fix now an individual positive clause C and vAV : Recall that a set system S1;y;St is called a

sunflower if all pairwise intersections Si-Sj ð1piojptÞ are equal to the same set called the center

of the sunflower.

Claim 31. There exists a partition SCðvÞ ¼ S1
CðvÞ,

�
?,

�
St

CðvÞ; where for every nA½t�; Sn
CðvÞ is a

sunflower with the center fvg and tprðHÞlðHÞ:

Proof. Let us construct an auxiliary (ordinary) graph on SCðvÞ by connecting E and E0 if
and only if E-E0afvg: The degree of every vertex E in this auxiliary graph is bounded by
ðrðHÞ � 1ÞðlðHÞ � 1Þ: there are at most rðHÞ � 1 choices of v0av in E; and for every
such v0 at most lðHÞ � 1 edges E0aE containing both v and v0: Hence, the chromatic
number of this auxiliary graph does not exceed ðrðHÞ � 1ÞðlðHÞ � 1Þ þ 1prðHÞlðHÞ:
It only remains to note that independent sets in this graph are exactly fvg-centered sunflowers
in H: &

Now, we are ready to analyze the probability of large deviation for jfEASCðvÞ j E � vDVHgj:
Note first that

E½jfEASCðvÞ j E � fvgDVHgj� ¼
X

EASCðvÞ
P½E � vDVH �

¼
X

EASCðvÞ
1� 1

rðHÞ

� �jEj�1
¼gdegdegCðvÞ:

Next, fix the partition SCðvÞ ¼ S1
CðvÞ,

�
?,

�
St

CðvÞ guaranteed by Claim 31. Note that

Sn ¼deffEASn
CðvÞ j E � fvgDVHg is a sum of independent 0-1 variables; denote its expectation by
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En: We have
Pt

n¼1E
n ¼gdegdegCðvÞ: Applying Proposition 20, we get

P½jS1 þ?þ St �gdegdegCðvÞjXdv=5�

p
Xt

v¼1
P jSm � EnjXdv

10

1

t
þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
En

t �gdegdegCðvÞ

s !" #

pt � exp �O
d2v

t �gdegdegHðvÞ

 ! !
pS�3

0

as long as the constant e in (13) is small enough (for the last inequality we also need to observe

that tprðHÞlðHÞpjV j � jEjpS2
0 by (15)). Claim 29 now follows by the union bound. &

The definitions of D and ZðCÞ do not change. Let

EH ¼deffEAE j jE-VPjp1g

and, as before, DH ¼deffaAD j aDEHg: As before, the mapping f vanishes outside of DH :

For vAVP let

hv ¼defðgdegdegHðvÞ � dvÞ þ dv=2

and let

SHðvÞ ¼deffEASHðvÞ j E � fvgDVHg:

We construct generic embeddings fv : SHðvÞ-Lv; their tensor product f and its action on DH just
in the same way as before. There are no structural changes to the proof of Claim 21, but we need
to adjust calculations. Recall that we assume the upper bound (16) on wdðC0Þ;wdðC1Þ: Then we

have jbjp *dðHÞ
25lðHÞrðHÞðlog jV jÞ for every matching b considered in that proof. In particular, any such b

covers at most
*dðHÞ

25lðHÞðlog jV jÞ vertices.

In the inductive step, the lower bound on the number of extensions b̂ ¼ b,fEgADH with

EASHðvÞ becomes jSHðvÞj � rðHÞlðHÞjbjXgdegdegHðvÞ � dv

5
� *dðHÞ

25ðlog jV jÞX
gdegdegHðvÞ � 7dv

25
; and the upper

bound on the number of these extensions violating Cðb̂Þ ¼ 0 becomes jSCðvÞ-SHðvÞjp
ðdv � dvÞ þ dv

5
¼ dv � 4dv

5
: Altogether we have at least gdegdegHðvÞ � dv þ 13dv

25
good extensions which

is greater than hv if vAVP:
The rest of the proof of Theorem 4 (under the assumption (15)) closely follows the pattern in

Section 3 (note that the factor of rðHÞ lost in part 1 of Proposition 29 is accounted for in (13)).
Finally, we show how to get rid of (15). Once more, let P be the minimal size refutation of

PMðHÞ such that SðPÞpS0 and Vactive ¼deffvAV j QvAPg: Let also Eactive ¼def
S

vAVactive
SHðvÞ: By

relativizing the whole argument to Vactive; the assumption (15) can be relaxed to
S0XmaxfjVactivej; jEactivejg: It only remains to note that we also have SðPÞXjEactivej: The reason
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is that every xE with EAEactive must be resolved somewhere in the refutation P since otherwise for
every vAE-Vactive; there could not be any path from Qv to the empty clause and, contrary to the
minimality of P; we could have removed Qv from it.

6. Open problems

Currently, there are two different techniques for proving lower bounds on SRðPMðHÞÞ: The
first method [3] is based on the width-size relation and is applicable only when the minimal degree
dðHÞ tends to be small. Our method, on the contrary, can be only applied when dðHÞ is large.
Can we find their common generalization that would uniformly cover both cases? For example, is

it true that SRðG � PHPÞXexpðnOð1ÞÞ for any bipartite G on ½m� � ½n� that has a constant
expansion rate, without any assumptions about m and the degrees degGðiÞ? This is true if the

number of edges is pn2�Oð1Þ [3] or mini degGðiÞXnOð1Þ (Theorem 11).
Can the methods developed in [13,14] and in this paper be applied to the tautologies

tðA;~ggÞ; t"ðA; bÞ introduced in [1] and expressing the hardness of the Nisan–Wigderson generator
in the context of propositional proof complexity?

The best known upper bound on SRð:PHPm
n Þ is expðOðn log nÞ1=2Þ [4], and we have shown the

lower bound SRð:onto � FPHPm
n ÞXexpðOðn1=3ÞÞ: It would be interesting to further narrow this

gap. Specifically, what is the value of lim supn-N

log2 log2 SRð:PHPN

n Þ
log2 n

?

It appears as if one could hope to get slightly better lower bounds for the counting principle
Countn

r by using ordinary restrictions instead of our machinery. Is it for example true that

SRð:Countn
r ÞXexpðOðnÞÞ for any constant r?
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